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1. Background

This document started as a “Treasurer’s Guide” but finance has never been
an issue just for Treasurers.  The budget and fund-raising processes both
have a much wider impact.  Our compliance legislation places legal
obligations on our chairs and on many local parties on the way their branches
relate to the Local Party (LP)# .

The Treasurer, of course, is responsible for bookkeeping and, in most cases,
form filling to meet legal compliance and internal party requirements.  But
Treasurers fall ill and even go on holiday.  At least one other person needs to
understand what is going on and to be able to fill a temporary gap – not to
mention to manage the chequebook.

This guide is intended to serve smaller local parties – those without any
branches or complex transactions – and larger ones.  At the low end there will
be no need to take on the sections headed “Branches” and “Big Time”.  But
at the more complex end most of its contents will apply.

Many of the duties of a Treasurer are now dictated directly or indirectly by
PPERA and other legislation.  These legal requirements are identified by the
LEGAL logo.

Officers may need to ask for further information, advice or assistance.  There
are some instances in this guide where we specifically recommend that you
do ask for help.  We have indicated these by including the ASK logo.

For most LPs the first port of call when in difficulty will be the Regional or
State Treasurer.  In complex cases issues may be quickly referred to a staff
member at HQ.  Keep a record here of contact details for those you are most
likely to need to refer to or who have been found useful in the past.

Position Name Telephone email

State/Region
  Treasurer

#  This word or phrase, and others marked later are defined in “Buttress”,
the final section of this guide.

LEGAL

ASK
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The Treasurer’s role is more demanding and interesting than it used to be,
partly due to the legal compliance requirements but not entirely.  As the party
fares better at the polls it needs to improve its own professionalism and use
of its valuable and limited resources.  All our voluntary roles become more
important.

We should use as little as possible of our paid staff time sorting out or
covering for weaknesses in our voluntary structures.  A key objective of this
guide is to help us improve use of our time and energies.
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2. Budgets

The prime financial purpose of the party is to raise funds for political
campaigning and to use these funds in the most effective way in order to get
liberal democrat thinking more widely accepted and more Liberal Democrat
policies put into practice.

Budget planning is the process by which we record financial targets for
income generating activities and set expenditure plans consistent with these
income targets.  Income targets should reflect specific recruitment, appeal
and fund-raising activities that have been or are being planned by identified
individuals or groups.

We monitor progress against these targets at intervals throughout the year
and adjust our forecast outturn if necessary in line with emerging experience.

LP expenditure should be targeted at:
� Campaigning — to build a strong base for Westminster and

European elections and to win council seats.
� Membership – to increase the number of activists and to improve

the party’s finances.
� Political communications – to support policy discussion sessions,

coordination with other sections of the party and regular
communications with members, helpers and other supporters.

However simple, a draft budget for the following year should be presented to
the AGM in October/November.   This should be adjusted and firmed up at the
subsequent meeting of the Executive Committee in the light of member
comments at the AGM and other reactions.  There is no need for budgets and
internal reports on budget progress to be produced on a consolidated basis.
See “Annual Report and Accounts” within the “Basics” Section for the
meaning and importance of consolidation in other contexts.

The budget process at the AGM should be informed by a comparison of the
previous year’s actual figures and projected year-end results for the current
year.  Outline budgets for a further year or two should also be presented to the
AGM to cover the period of the next major election.
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3. Big Brother

Big Brother in our context is the Electoral Commission (EC)#.

Before complaining too much about the administrative burdens imposed by
the EC we should remember that Liberal Democrats were particularly
vociferous in criticising the sleazy practices that gave rise to the PPERA.  We
support the principles and objectives of the Act and are committed to making
it work.  At the same time we recognise the burdens this often places on
individual voluntary officers at local level.

The EC is responsible for implementing, monitoring and enforcing the
Political Parties, Elections and Referendums Act (PPERA).

There are five key aspects of this legislation that have a direct impact on local
parties.  The first three primarily affect the Treasurer role but it is essential to
understand that, in law, it is the Chair and Treasurer who are jointly
responsible: -

� Monthly Donation Reports
� Annual Accounts
� Reporting Campaign Expenditure – for the UK, European and

Scottish
� Parliaments; the Welsh Assembly and National Referendums

These three are covered in detail in the “Basics” Section that follows.

The fourth relevant aspect of this legislation is to ensure that each Registered
Political Party# (and its constituent parts) is operating in accordance with its
constitution.  Tabling our constitution with the EC was part of the process of
becoming an RPP and our authority to act as such.  In this context it should be
noted that branches are not a legal entity; they only exist constitutionally with
the permission of and under the auspices and control of their LP.  The LP
officers are responsible for the actions of their LP’s branches and for
compliance by those branches.

The fifth relevant aspect of this legislation relates to the appointment and
function of a Designated Nominating Officer (a DNO).  The appointment of a
DNO is made by the Chief Executive at HQ.  In most situations the Chair of a
LP is appointed as a DNO for all elections in the LPs area.  Some DNOs
also have a wider responsibility for all of a local government area that
straddles two or more LP areas.  Additional DNOs are appointed at State/
Regional level to cover black hole, emergency or other unforeseen
circumstances.  It is the DNO that must authorise the use of the party name
and logo on ballot papers and other official documents at an election.

The accounting and audit (or independent examination) requirements of
PPERA do not follow the rules and established practices that apply to
companies or charities.  This can cause bemusement and confusion and
even generate disbelief – especially among accountants.  However, it is our
task to follow the law as it applies to us.
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The EC has considerable powers to impose fines and also to make life
extremely wearing if it decides to carry out an investigation into a LP’s affairs.

As the Chair is jointly responsible, he/she should be aware of these legal
requirements and monitor and support the activities of the Treasurer.  The
names of both the Chair and Treasurer are held by the EC as those of the
legally responsible officers.

These compliance requirements are on top of the duties that any Treasurer
would expect to fulfil.  Much of this guide contains details of best practice and
good advice – guidance in the old-fashioned sense of the word.  Hopefully
Treasurers and other Officers will find this guidance to be a matter of
established practice and/or common sense.
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4. Basics

4.1 Overview

The Treasurer’s role is to handle the LP’s financial affairs and to ensure its
long-term viability.  A Treasurer should have some experience of handling
payments and debts; skills to analyse proposals and examine their financial
consequences; and be available to give related advice to party colleagues on
an ad hoc basis.  Both the traditional Treasurer role and the more recent
compliance requirements need to be approached in a planned and
methodical manner.  A Treasurer should be prepared to make unpopular
recommendations to the Executive.

A Treasurer is responsible for proposing and monitoring budgets; maintaining
proper financial records and procedures; producing annual accounts; and
liaising with other officers of the party in order to produce accurate figures
and meaningful accompanying narrative reports to the officers and executive.
A detailed job specification is provided in Section 9.  This will almost certainly
need to be modified to meet local circumstances.

4.2 Bookkeeping

4.2.1 General

Transactions should be recorded and dated at the time they are known.  Each
item of income or expenditure should say what the money has been received
for or paid for not just who it has been received from or paid to.  Wherever
possible an invoice, receipt or other appropriate docket should be kept on file
and cross-referenced to the main account record.  Record stock movements
for a specific event or other purpose.

It is best to allocate income and costs to particular activities wherever
possible.  For example, rather than have a general “postage” line, allocate
postage costs to the activities which caused them e.g. sending out a
membership newsletter.  This makes it much clearer how much each activity
cost and the true extent to which a particular fund-raising event was financially
successful.

It will also save time later to separate out any items where all or part of the
cost may need to be included in any return of “Campaign Expenditure” – see
below.

Petty cash and floats should be avoided unless absolutely necessary.  Their
use can cause cash control and other difficulties.
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For small LPs a Receipts and Payments approach is acceptable.  For most
LPs an Income and Expenditure approach is either legally required or
strongly advised to enable clear reporting to members.  As an example
accounts produced on an Income & Expenditure basis will show the cost of a
FOCUS produced in December 2005 but paid for in January 2006 as
expenditure in the 2005 accounts.  This same transaction will be recorded as
a payment in the 2006 accounts if they are produced on a Receipts &
Payments basis.  If you don’t understand the difference.

Where a Regional, State or other part of the party has paid for something or
contributed towards something on behalf of the LP, the LP needs to include
both the income and expenditure in its accounts.  It does not need to include
the amount in its Donation Reports.

4.2.2 Donations in Kind  (see Event Accounting#)

“Material” donations in kind must be recorded.

Exactness is not always possible or required – a sensible estimate is called
for.  A “material amount” is one that would significantly affect a user’s
understanding of the organisation’s activities.  For example, if a donation
were not made and this either resulted in something not being done or a
committee decision then in general terms the donation should be regarded
as “material”.  In addition to the legal requirement the inclusion of “material”
donations in kind gives members and the EC a much clearer view of the
finances.

4.2.3 Gross Accounting  (see Event Accounting#)

Accounting should be on a gross, not a net, basis.

This means that where a fund-raising event is held the income and
expenditure must be shown separately not just as a net profit or loss figure on
one side of the accounts.  It also makes it less easy for a member to get
things wrong and it gives members a much clearer view of what is happening
and the nature of the financial risks and benefits involved.

4.2.4 Accounting Controls

Expenditure should be authorised at appropriate and agreed levels.
Between meetings the officers should act if necessary on behalf of the LP
within the limits and spirit of the budget, established local practice and
subsequent executive decisions.  Any such officer decisions should be
reported to the following executive meeting.

No payment should be made without an authorised invoice or voucher being
submitted.

For large items of expenditure, more than one quotation should be sought.

ASK

LEGAL

LEGAL
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4.3 Donation Report Forms

Donations must be recorded because of the requirement to keep Party HQ
informed and for HQ, in turn, to keep the EC informed.

Donations of £200 or more in a calendar year must be reported and HQ must
hold a record of these that includes evidence that the donation is allowable in
law.  There are circumstances in which donations may have to be returned.

Information of a donation goes into the Public Record if it exceeds £1,000 to
a LP or £5,000 to the Federal Party.  In the case of donations to the Federal
Party supporters may wish to know that the total donation in a year includes
any membership subscription paid to the party.

Instructions for completing the “Donation Report Form” are printed on the
back of each form and must be understood.  The forms are now required after
the end of the second (in respect of the first two months) and the third months
of each quarter.  Material donations in kind must be included.  Most of the
common questions asked are answered and the penalties for non-
compliance are spelt out in “Donations: Explanatory Notes for Liberal
Democrat Accounting Units#”.  If any Treasurer does not have a copy of these
notes.

The Annual “Standing Orders / Repeat Payments (SO/RP) Report” and, if
necessary, one or more “SO/RP Amendments Reports” must also be
completed.

The instructions are printed on the back of each form.

The requirement is to return the monthly Donation Report and other forms by
the notified deadline.  If applicable a nil return is required.

Bank Statements up to the end of each calendar month will enable any
unexpected donations paid direct into the bank to be noted and reported
before the deadline.

The Chair should ensure that somebody else is briefed and available to
provide cover in the event of the Treasurer being away on holiday, ill or
otherwise unavailable to complete the return on time.

4.4 Election Accounts

Agent’s Election Expense returns continue to be regulated separately
although also checked for compliance by the EC.  LP Officers have no
responsibility for such returns but may, as individuals, be responsible as an
election agent.  Donations over £50 need to be individually declared by the
Election Agent.

LEGAL

ASK

LEGAL

LEGAL
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LP Accounts and Election Accounts must be kept separate.

The LP should Invoice the Election Agent for any LP stationery and other
items used by the agent during an election campaign even if this represents a
“donation in kind”.  Treasurers, Agents and others in need of detailed
guidance should refer to “The Agent’s Manual” published by the Agents’ and
Organisers’ Association.

Donations made by the Local Party to an agent must be recorded as such in
both the Local Party Accounts and the Election Return.  When the EC carries
out an investigation it will check that the two entries are consistent.

Election budgets should be agreed with the agent in advance as an essential
part of the campaign process.  We recommend that the bulk of election costs
paid to an agent should only be made after election day and against a clear
record, in line with the agreed budget, of how much money has been spent
and on what.

The Treasurer should ensure clarity in the case of individual donations to a
particular candidate’s election campaign.  Unless such donations are
recorded individually by the agent on his/her return they should be shown as
donations into the LP.

4.5 Campaign Funding

There is a legal limit on how much a party may spend in total nationally on
campaigning for parliamentary elections in the run up period but before the
provisions for reporting election expenses take effect.  For this reason the
EC requires the national party to report on such expenditure.  Each LP must
provide input.

In the case of a European Parliamentary, Scottish Parliamentary or Welsh
Assembly election, the requirements are to record, and report to HQ when
asked, campaigning expenditure from 4 months before the election date.
This date is known well in advance.

In the case of a General Election or national referendum the period is from 12
months before the election date.  This date is not known in advance.  The
requirement, therefore, is to continuously record such expenditure or to be
able to reproduce it.

LEGAL

LEGAL
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4.6 Insurance

Some public liability cover is taken out by the party centrally.  This includes
cover for activities and events held by LPs acting in accordance with its
constitution.  This policy is renewed for each calendar year.  A copy of the
Certificate of Insurance is sent to LP Treasurers at the beginning of each
year.

Treasurers should ensure that those organising events know they have this
cover to avoid having venue bookings rejected or incurring the cost of
duplicating this cover.

Details may change and each LP is responsible for ensuring that its cover
meets the legal requirements and its own needs in the light of its own range of
activities.  A source of advice and further cover is indicated by Party HQ at the
time the annual Certificate of Insurance is sent out.

4.7 Bank Accounts

4.7.1 General

The words “Liberal Democrats” must appear as part of all Bank Account
names.

Money laundering legislation makes the process of opening accounts or
changing signatories tedious.

4.7.2 Signatories

For security, two signatures from a list of four should be required.    A list of
four signatories should be sufficient to cover absences, signatories moving
away and delays arising when officers change.

Election Accounts need by law to be operated on the basis of the Agents
signature alone.  For this reason it is wise to only pay a small working
balance into the Election Account until the Agent produces invoices for the
amounts he has to pay and to be clear that such donations are made in
respect of these specific election invoices.

Only completed cheques should be signed.  Signatories should never,
ever sign blank cheques.  Signatories should not sign cheques payable to
themselves.  Where more than one member of a family, or other close-knit
group, is a signatory, no more than one of these should sign any one cheque.

We recommend that details of bank requirements for changing signatories
and the necessary forms be acquired prior to each AGM.  This is to facilitate
making changes to the signatories as a result of any officer or other changes
at the AGM.
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4.7.3 Bank Statements

Bank Statements should be reconciled against the Treasurer’s books as
soon as possible after each month end.  This way the Treasurer picks up
details of Standing Order Donations received as well as any surprise
donations paid directly into the bank account.  This is necessary for
completion of the monthly Donation Report forms.

4.7.4 Special Funds

LPs may wish to earmark funds for specific purposes such as the next
General Election or replacement of a printer.  There is no need for separate
bank accounts for each “fund”.  Multiple bank accounts complicate matters.
All earmarked campaign, “rainy day” or other funds must be accounted for in
the LP’s consolidated accounts.

4.7.5 Interest

Interest will usually be paid gross on LP bank accounts.  This gives rise to a
theoretical liability to Corporation Tax.  It is extremely unlikely that a LP will
receive sufficient interest income to reach the threshold where any payment
of Corporation Tax will be payable.  If the issue of Corporation Tax raises its
head.

See Section 6 for further comment on Corporation Tax.

Most banks pay derogatory rates on LP’s Deposit accounts but not all.

Where a LP has surplus funds – albeit maybe temporarily – interest terms
may become significant.  In these cases, all except working balances should
be transferred into a single high interest account.  This should include funds
from Branch Accounts.

Such accumulation may also cross an interest rate threshold hence earning
even more interest.

4.8 Annual Report and Accounts

4.8.1 EC Requirements and Reporting Thresholds

Treasurers and Chairs should read and understand the “Statement of
Accounts – Guidance for local parties” document.  We recognise it can be
difficult to understand what is requirement and what is guidance particularly
as central government tends to use the word guidance when it means “do this
– or else”.

ASK

ASK
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The report and accounts must:
� consist of a narrative plus a set of financial accounts
� be on a calendar year basis i.e. from 1 January to 31 December
� include a comparison with the previous year
� be fully consolidated at LP level
� be “meaningful to members”
� be adopted by the Executive Committee by the end of March

Chairs should help by producing and taking responsibility for the narrative.

Although this may appear to be a lot of work most treasurers and chairs will
already be giving reports to the AGM and the above just slightly changes the
format.

All figures in the income and expenditure accounts must be gross not net,
however many members will want to see, and will be used to seeing, details
of the net profit or loss on each of their major fund-raising events, this can be
achieved by a note to the accounts, which avoids cluttering up the face of the
accounts with too much detail.

There is a requirement to declare very soon after year-end whether or not
Gross Income and/or Gross Expenditure have exceeded the £25,000
threshold.

If this threshold has been exceeded there is a requirement for that year’s
Annual Report and Accounts to be forwarded by HQ to the EC by 31 March.
This requirement continues for all succeeding years whether or not the
threshold is exceeded again.

The EC makes these reports available for public inspection on its web site.

Some LPs will be much nearer the threshold than they think, or even over it:
� Material Donations in Kind have been included.
� Activities and events have been accounted for on a gross basis.
� Branch hand other relevant accounts have been consolidated.

We recommend that LPs whose income and/or expenditure exceeds
£17,500 report as if they exceed £25,000.  A LP crossing the £25,000
threshold for the first time (in an election year maybe) will need to produce for
inspection and publication comparative figures for the previous year.  We
recommend that as many other LPs as possible also follow the format for
those crossing the £25,000 threshold as this represents best practice.

If a LP’s Gross Income and/or Gross Expenditure ever look like approaching
or exceeding £250,000 then new threshold requirements apply.

LEGAL

LEGAL

LEGAL

LEGAL

ASK
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4.8.2 The Reporting Sequence

The sequence for a LP to produce its Annual Report and Accounts is as
follows.

1 Declaration on the £25,000 threshold
2 Submission of the Report and Accounts to HQ and Region
3 Acceptance of the Accounts at the earliest available Executive

Committee Meeting but no later than mid-March.
4 Independent Examination

� Report back on the Independent Examination and, if necessary,
agreement by the Executive Committee of any amendments.

5 Report for information and discussion purposes only to the Annual
General Meeting or to an earlier General Meeting if preferred

There is no facility within the Party Constitution for individual LPs to alter this.

NB:  There is a 31 March deadline for filing the report and accounts with the
EC if either gross income or gross expenditure is over £25,000.

LPs are strongly recommended to submit their report and accounts to HQ by
15 March to give time for potential issues to be spotted and resolved before
submission to the EC.

The EC is able to demand that the Report and Accounts is amended and re-
presented to the LP for approval and resubmission.

A lot of treasurers question the value of presenting accounts 10-11 months
after the year end, whilst this is a constitutional requirement there is nothing
preventing them from also presenting management accounts to a much more
recent date.

4.8.3 The Independent Examination

The timing of the Independent Examination often causes concern.  We
recommend that this is carried out before submission to HQ and Region but
not all LPs seem able to achieve this.  The EC requirement to submit the
Report and Accounts by a specific date overrides our recommendation to
have the Accounts independently examined before they are submitted.

Some LPs have their Independent Examination carried out before
acceptance by the Executive Committee.  This is not the correct practice.
See the correct procedure given in “The Reporting Sequence” in the previous
section above.

It makes sense to produce the accounts and have them independently
examined as soon as practical after year-end.  Procrastination is
unnecessary and under the EC regime ill-advised.  Allow time to resolve any
queries on presentation well before the deadline for submission.  If there are
queries, don’t delay.

LEGAL

ASK
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4.8.4 Annual Report

There is a requirement to comment on any significant financial variation(s)
from the previous year.  The requirement to include a review of political
activities in the narrative section of the annual report should not be interpreted
as an invitation to brief the opposition.

The formal annual report must be circulated to all members.

Additional information may be given to members.  Members may wish to
know the profit or loss on each significant social and fund-raising event.  This
information does not follow easily by adopting the guideline approach except
as a note to the accounts or as part of an additional report.

4.8.5 Some Accounting Detail

Even if a LP has very limited financial activity and opts to report on a
Receipts & Payments basis the guidance still requires a Statement of Assets.

It is strongly recommended that accounts be produced on an Income &
Expenditure basis.  This means consideration of Debtors, Creditors,
Accruals, Stock and other Assets.  If a LP lacks the skills to draw up a
Balance Sheet.

The golden rule of accruals accounting is to think of when the event occurred
or will occur.  One example is where a deposit for the hire of a hall is made in
one year for an event in the next – this should be treated as a Prepayment in
the year-end Balance Sheet not as expenditure.  Similarly the cost of a
Christmas event should be shown as expenditure even if the bill is not paid
until after year-end.

The Treasurer should keep an up-to-date register of all fixed assets owned by
the LP, recording their cost, date of acquisition and location.  This is
particularly important where equipment is primarily used by one person and is
kept at his/her house.

4.9 Independent Examination and EC Investigation

The accounts must be inspected by a responsible and appropriate
independent person who will produce an “Independent Examiner’s Report#”.
Independent in this context doesn’t mean politically independent but
somebody independent of the decision-making, authorisation and
bookkeeping processes of the LP.

Independent Examiners may wish to use the following text as a basis for their
formal certification of the Annual Accounts.

ASK

LEGAL
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“I have examined the above Balance Sheet and attached Income
& Expenditure Account of the XYZ Liberal Democrats for the
year ended 31st December 200W. In my opinion the Accounts
at 31st December 200W and the income and expenditure for the
year then ended are in accordance with the books and vouchers
shown to me and with the explanations given to me.”

Even if a LP has not crossed the £25,000 threshold, and however small it
may be, the EC is entitled to inspect its accounting records — not just the
submitted accounts.  The accounting records must be kept for 6 years for this
reason.  The EC is expected to carry out random spot checks to ensure that
the legislation is being complied with.
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5. Branches

5.1 The Brutal Facts

The National Party, the Regional Parties, LPs and some designated affiliated
bodies are each registered under PPERA as separate accounting units
within the Party.  Each has to produce its own returns in accordance with the
rules.

LP Branches and other groups campaigning or fund-raising locally are not
separately registered and do not have to produce their own returns.  The LP
is directly responsible for these branches both under the Party Constitution
and in terms of the compliance requirements of the PPERA.

The LP must consolidate the financial transactions of each of its branches
into its own accounts for submission to HQ and hence the EC.  All the rules
applying to the LP and spelt out in the previous section apply equally to each
branch.  Neither the Electoral Commission, nor HQ, nor the Regional Party
has any requirement to see anything other than the fully consolidated
accounts.

Arranging for and coordinating information gathering from branches can
create serious logistical problems.  Consolidation of branch accounts is likely
to be a nightmare if not prepared for in advance.

5.2 What is a Branch?

In the context of the PPERA legislation and the need for reporting donations
and consolidation of accounts, a branch is either a branch within the meaning
of the Party Constitution or any other group acting under the control of the LP.

Historically many branches and other groups may have considered
themselves to be autonomous.  This is not consistent with either the party’s
constitution or the legislation.  One of the EC’s functions is to monitor that the
party is operating within its own constitution as this is part of our registration
as a political party.

The accounts of 100 clubs and other social, fund-raising and supporters
groups must be consolidated unless they are very clearly set up under a
separate control.  Where any such group is genuinely run outside the control
of the Local Party it should have its own constitution and separate accounts.
Any monies passed to the Local Party must be included in the LP’s accounts
as donations and, where they exceed the specified limits, reported as part of
the Donation Report Form process.

Where groups operate under the joint control of two or more local parties their
income and expenditure, not just their profit, must be shared out pro rata
between those LPs.

ASK

ASK

LEGAL
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5.3 Consolidation

All donations from any one source received by the LP centrally or by any of its
branches in one particular month must be considered as one donation for
PPERA reporting purposes.  This may trigger the requirement to make an
entry on the Donation Report form.

Transfers between branches or between a branch and the LP’s central
account should be removed from the income and expenditure figures on
consolidation.  They are internal transfers between different funds of the LP.
Try to avoid making transfers near the year-end as this could lead to money
leaving one account in one financial year but not arriving in the other until the
next.

It is recommended that there is a note to the accounts showing the detail of
how the consolidation has been carried out.

5.4 Gathering Branch Information

A timetable drafted by the LP treasurer should be agreed in advance with
Branch Chairs and Treasurers to meet the very tight deadlines that exist.  It
must be made clear to Branches that the required information is correct and
provided on time in order to protect the LP and its officers from incurring
penalties under the PPERA.  Larger branches may need to be aware of the
full gamut of regulation applying to the LP.  It should be possible to operate
much gentler regimes for smaller branches as many of the factors won’t
apply.

The following approach may be modified locally to suit circumstances.

� A report at the beginning of each month on all donations received
over £25 in the previous month with a nil return required.  A simple
telephone or email message should suffice.

� The agreement on and use of a standard form for reporting the
income and expenditure figures required to produce consolidated
LP accounts.  Ask for financial reports each quarter to avoid the
build up of problems at year-end.  The consolidation process will
much easier if branch inputs are in the same format.  See the
Branch Income & Expenditure Form in Section 9 for a possible
approach.
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5.5 To Branch or not to Branch

LPs must ensure that Branches operate in accordance with the party’s
constitution.  Care should be taken to make sure that those expected to take
branch office are aware of the constitutional and legal implications before a
new branch is authorised.

LPs should review the position of any local group calling itself a branch but
operating outside the terms of the constitution.  Steps should be taken to
ensure that such groups become compliant as a branch or change their
status to operate as a sub-committee or working group of the LP.

For a Branch to exist it does not need to have its own bank account.  It can
use the LP account with the appropriate controls over cheque signing.
Equally the existence of a Bank Account does not confer Branch Status.
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6. Big Time

6.1 Council Groups

6.1.1 Receiving Donations

It is strongly recommended that Council Groups only accept donations from
their member councillors.  They would become responsible for reporting any
other donations direct to the EC under PPERA.  A Council Group may only
receive a donation of over £200 in a year from a councillor if he/she is on the
electoral roll.

Advice for Council Groups on this and other compliance matters is available
from ALDC or the Party’s Compliance Officer at HQ.  Visit the ALDC web
site or ASK.

6.1.2 Making Grants

Council Groups must take care when funding campaigning activities on
behalf of the Liberal Democrats rather than their Council Group.

More commonly, Council Groups make grants to specific election campaigns
during the course of the election period.  These grants must be reported by
the agent in the election returns but do not show in the LP accounts.  See
“Election Accounts” in Section 4.

Some Council Groups make grants to their LP for election or other party
campaigning costs.  All grants for use outside the election period itself must
be made to the LP.

Some Council Groups encourage individual councillors to contribute regularly
to their LP.  These donations must be treated as any other for compliance
reporting by the LP.

All three types of grant described above need to be declared by the Election
Agent or LP as donations as already described.

Council Groups and individual councillors may wish to see their grant
earmarked for a specific purpose.  There is no problem in earmarking LP
funds for a specific purpose provided both the donor and the LP agree the
terms — carefully to avoid any later misunderstanding.

6.2 Held and Target Seats

LPs for held and target seats and those seriously aspiring to such status have
got to be particularly careful to avoid being caught out by the PPERA
legislation.  The potential for fines and embarrassment at both local and
national level is that much more likely.  LPs may also get caught by EC
interest in one or more of the other parties operating in the constituency or
simply as part of a random check.

ASK
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Most Held and Target seats will cross the £25,000 threshold and have their
accounts open for public inspection.  This includes opponents’ solicitors and
the media.

The Executive of a held or target seat should ensure the LP reviews its
procedures and practices carefully every year.  This review should cover
budget considerations and the legal requirements and their implications.
There is a lot to be said for appointment of an assistant to the Treasurer to
cover holiday and other absences.

6.3 Employing Staff

LPs that employ staff either temporarily or permanently should take advice.
Apart from employment law, tax considerations etc. there are often
unforeseen management implications of employing a single paid member of
staff in what is essentially a voluntary environment.

There is a requirement to report the split between Salary, NI, Pension and
other costs for employees.  This should be as a note to the accounts or in the
narrative section of the Annual Report.

Where the staff member is paid through the HQ payroll the required split of
costs will be provided each year by the Finance Officer at HQ.  Where the
staff member’s costs are shared then the split of employment costs should be
allocated pro-rata.

6.4 Property

A few LPs own their own property.  The value must be included as an asset in
the accounts.  It is possible for such ownership to drive a relatively small LP
over the £25,000 threshold because the EC may deem that the property has
a notional income value.  A depreciation charge could also push expenditure
over the threshold.  Income from property may also become an issue for
determining liability for Corporation Tax – see “Interest” in Section 4.  Detail
on these property issues is beyond the scope of this Guide.

6.5 Liberal Clubs

The position of Liberal Clubs with premises is likely to be trickier.  At one
extreme the Club may have a separate legal status with its own trustees and
be run primarily as a social club but with donations and/or the use of
premises on favourable, even free, terms to the LP.  In this case the LP should
show donations of money or value as already described above.

ASK

ASK
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In some cases Clubs are legally part of the LP and their finances have to be
consolidated on the same basis as branches.  The LP needs to sure where it
stands.  If not sure, send a copy of the Club’s Trust Deed to HQ for advice.

6.6 Trusts

Similar issues can arise to those arising from owning Property or in deriving
benefit from a Liberal Club as outlined above.   In all cases.

6.7 Overlapping Activity

Each LP is responsible for reporting on financial activity within its area – this
usually covers one or more parliamentary constituencies.

Sometimes campaigns are managed and financed from outside the LP area.
This is often because a stronger neighbouring LP has an interest in
strengthening local council representation in a local authority that overlaps the
LP areas.  In this case the accounts should show a donation from the stronger
to the weaker LP with a matching expenditure by the weaker LP.

Where a local authority division or ward overlaps a LP boundary then income
and expenditure specifically associated with that division or ward should be
allocated to the LP with the larger proportion of the electorate.

ASK

ASK
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7. Bunce

7.1 The Treasurer’s Role

While Treasurers should not necessarily or ideally be responsible for
organising fund-raising activities, they should:

� Be responsible for the financial control of special events and
appeals.

� Be aware of the timing and nature of fund-raising activities being
carried out by others

7.2 Fund-Raising Advice

This vital matter is already dealt with in existing Liberal Democrat
publications.

We refer you to and recommend the following publications.

Fundraising Made Easy by Bob Somper
A guide to fund raising events

It Could be YOU by Neil Fawcett
Raising money to fight a successful campaign

People Power by Neil Fawcett
Guide to getting and keeping members and raising money

All three are published by ALDC and can be obtained from them at:
ALDC
The Birchcliffe Centre
Hebden Bridge, HX7 8DG

email: sales@aldc.org
Credit Card Hot-line 01422 843785

7.3 Lotteries

All lotteries (this includes draws, raffles and 100 clubs) are unlawful unless
they come within one of the exceptions contained in Lotteries and
Amusements Act 1976.  Penalties for breaching the Act are severe.  There
are three common exceptions.

1. A Small Lottery taking place at a specific function

Tickets sales and draw all at one event.  All proceeds must go to
the Liberal Democrats.  No cash prizes and a limit of £250 to be
spent or donated for prizes.  Permitted expenses are limited to the
cost of printing tickets.
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2. A Private Lottery

Sale of the tickets must be restricted to members of a club or
society, or to people who all live or work at the same premises.
Restricting tickets to party members is therefore an acceptable
way of running a private lottery.

The use of the word “ticket” is misleading insofar as physical
tickets are not necessary and often not used.  This does not
invalidate the thrust of the legislation where the intention is clear.

The promoter must be one of the group of people who can buy a
ticket, and must have written authorisation from the relevant
committee (usually LP or regional executive).

The tickets must show the promoter’s names and address, the
price, the prizes and a statement saying they must only be sold to
members. No advertising of this private lottery may take place,
except on the ticket and on any local Liberal Democrat premises.
Tickets may not be sent through the post. All proceeds after
payment of printing costs and prizes must go to party funds. Prizes
must be given personally to the winner and not posted or given to
someone else to pass on.

Local 100 clubs normally fall into the category of a private lottery.
Some care needs to be taken in getting the running of a 100 Club
correct as, to be legal, the lottery cannot be the sole purpose of
the club or organisation involved.  This, in turn, raises the question
of whether the lottery is held under the auspices of the LP or a
separately constituted body.

3. Public Lotteries

A public lottery where tickets are sold to the general public must
be registered. Registration is with the local authority unless the
face value of tickets made available for sale exceeds £20,000 for
a single lottery or £250,000 per annum. If this is the case,
registration must be with the Gaming Board for Great Britain.

In either case there is a registration fee, and tickets should not be
sold before registration is obtained.

Public lottery tickets must not be sold to anyone under 16 years of
age, in a public street (except from a kiosk) or in a betting office,
bingo or amusement hall. Nor may anyone under the age of 16 sell
a lottery ticket. They can be sold to anyone over the age of 16, and
door-to-door - except when specifically canvassing for Liberal
Democrat support during an election.
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LPs may wish to contact the Gaming Board and ask for pamphlet GBL6,
“Lotteries and the Law”:

The Gaming Board of Great Britain (Lotteries Division)
Berkshire House, 168-173 High Holborn
London, WC1V7AA
020 7306 6269
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8. Bye Bye

. . . from one Treasurer to another

What was it like for you?  Did your predecessor as Treasurer make sure you
were well briefed when you took over?  Remember your period of Office is for
the calendar year not just until your successor gets elected at the AGM.

NB:  It is the Treasurer in post in the relevant year that is responsible for
completing the accounts.

Please make sure you brief your successor.  Use this Guide to help you and
hand it over to him/her with all other relevant papers.  These should include:

� The accounts records for the last six years
� A clear record of any outstanding commitments and relevant LP

expectations
� Donations: Explanatory Notes for Liberal Democrat Accounting

Units
� Instructions for Donation Report Forms
� Instructions for Standing Orders / Repeat Payments (SO/RP)

Report Forms and SO/RP Amendments Report Forms
� Statement of Accounts – Guidance for local parties
� LP’s Job Description for the Treasurer

Decency requires that you advise your successor during the handover and
remain prepared to help with any issues arising over the treatment of
transactions over the year-end or other matters your successor will need to
understand.

If the Chair also changes, make sure the new Chair is briefed on joint Chair/
Treasurer responsibilities.  Always make sure that HQ and Region are made
aware of any changes of LP Chair and/or Treasurer.

The names of the New Year’s Chair and Treasurer have to be reported to the
EC.  Until such time as they are reported the outgoing Chair and Treasurer
are still responsible.

LEGAL

LEGAL

LEGAL
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9. Buttress

9.1 Definitions

Some definitions as indicated by # in the text above.

Electoral Commission
The EC is an Independent Body, one of a number of Commissions appointed
by the Queen.   It is responsible for implementing, monitoring and enforcing
the PPERA Compliance Legislation and some aspects of Electoral Law.  It
draws its budget from the Speaker’s Committee.  Some other aspects of
Electoral Law remain the responsibility of the Office of the Deputy Prime
Minister (Local Elections) or the Department of Constitutional Affairs
(National Elections).

Independent Examiner’s Report
This is the current equivalent of the old Audit Report.  The use of the words
“audit” and “auditor” now carry specific legal meanings that only apply to
those accounting units that cross the £250,000 threshold and should not now
be used in other circumstances.  An Independent Examination is far less
formal, demanding and expensive than an Audit.  The correct current
terminology should be used.

Local Party
The local organisational unit within the constitution of the party responsible for
Liberal Democrat activities within its area.  Normally representing a single
parliamentary constituency.  Sometimes representing two or more
parliamentary constituencies particularly within the same London or
Metropolitan Borough.

Materiality
This is the accountant’s term for significance i.e. whether an amount is so
large that it fundamentally changes a users understanding of the accounts.
There is no fixed amount or formula to establish this amount; ultimately it is
down to the judgement of the Treasurer in conjunction with the Independent
Examiner.

Registered Accounting Units
Units of the Party responsible for submitting compliance returns.  Includes the
Federal, State, Regional and Local Parties plus major affiliated groups e.g.
SAO’s.

Registered Political Party
The Liberal Democrats and other parties that have registered their party
names for organisational and electoral purposes.
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9.2 Branch Income & Expenditure Form

A sample Branch Income and Expenditure Statement is included below.

We recommend that LPs use this format, or use their own version, for
branches to make their quarterly return to the LP Treasurer.  Copies of the
Fund-Raising Record Sheet should also be supplied in respect of any
financially significant events in terms of the LP’s annual accounts.  Detail from
these may be needed by the LP treasurer when putting together his/her
Annual Report.

Branch Name: Treasurer’s Name:

Report for quarter ended:

£

INCOME

Donations

Fund-Raising Income

Grants from outside LP

LP Transfers

Other Give details of anything significant

TOTAL

EXPENDITURE

Fund-Raising Costs

Election Grants

FOCUS and other leaflets

Other political activities Give details of anything significant

Administration

Other Give details of anything significant

TOTAL

“Campaign” Costs As defined under “Campaign Funding”
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At year-end each Branch Treasurer will need to provide a Balance Sheet or
full end- year information which the LP Treasurer can use to produce the
consolidated LP accounts.  The Branch information needed will include:

� Assets Bank Account(s), Cash, Equipment, etc.
� Prepayments e.g. Money paid in advance for

Booking Venues
� Monies Owing Items not yet paid for, whether or not

invoiced to date
� Monies earmarked e.g. for a forthcoming election

9.3 Event Accounting and Fund Raising Records

Accounting on a gross basis and recognising material donations in kind can
make a big difference to our accounts and also to how we see things.  It is
also a legal requirement.

A sample Fund-Raising Record Sheet follows.  We recommend that LPs
adopt the use of this sheet, or use their own version, for event organisers to
report back the financial results to Treasurers.  As always with form filling and
keeping records, it is best done at the time or just a day or two afterwards.

The following completed example of the Record Sheet has been adapted and
completed for an imaginary BBQ event.  In this example, reporting the profit
as an income of £328 is neither helpful nor legal.

Accounting Gross.  The most common approach prior to the PPERA would
have been to report an income of £529 and expenditure of £201 i.e. to ignore
the value of donations in kind in the financial report.  The profit is the same but
the true scale and nature of the event begins to emerge.  For some events
this grossing up discloses a very modest profit figure in the context of a
significantly substantial outlay.  Although grossing up does not change the
bottom line profit/loss figure it can make all the difference between whether or
not an LP is above or below the EC’s £25,000 reporting threshold.

Material Donations in Kind.  In this case these amount to £105 and appear
under both Income and Expenditure.  The scale of the event is laid out for all
to see and the appreciation due to those who have supported it “in kind”
made very clear.

Reasonable estimates of donations in kind are required.  Accuracy is neither
possible, sought nor worth striving for – just reasonableness.  In many cases
the amounts involved are unlikely to be material.

The grossing up and inclusion of material donations in kind are requirements
under PPERA.

LEGAL
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Fund-Raising Record Sheet

Name of Event  ……………………………………...........………………………..

Held on  …….........………….  at  ………....………………………………………

Branch or Member Responsible  ………..............………………………………

Income

Sale of Tickets

Raffle Money

Other cash received (describe)

Estimated Value of Donated Food

Estimated Value of Donated Prizes/Gifts

Estimated Value of other Donations in Kind

TOTAL INCOME

Expenditure

Hire of Venue

Cost of Disco or other key expense

Cost of tent, decorations or other essentials

Cost/Value of Food and Drink inc. any donated

Cost/Value of Prizes/Gifts inc. any donated

Cost of Printing, postage and stationery

Other costs (describe)

Value of other Donations in Kind

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

PROFIT = Income - Expenditure

Note:  The total estimated value of donations in kind
under income must equal that under expenditure.
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Fund-Raising Record Sheet

Name of Event  …………      BBQ    …………...........………………………..

Held on   29/02/05    .......………….  at  …    Frozen Fingers House     ……

Branch or Member Responsible  ……     Midsomer Crazy    …..............……

Income

Sale of Tickets  60 @ £7 £ 420

Raffle Money 104

Other cash received (describe) -sale of leftovers     5 529

Estimated Value of Donated Food   60

Estimated Value of Donated Prizes/Gifts   45

Estimated Value of other Donations in Kind     0 105

TOTAL INCOME 634

Expenditure

Hire of Venue     0

Cost of Disco or other key expense - Big BBQ   23

Cost of tent, decorations or other essentials   16

Cost of Printing, postage and stationery   12

Cost of Food and Drink paid for 150

Other costs (describe)     0 201

Value of Food and Drink donated   60

Value of Prizes/Gifts donated   45

Value of other Donations in Kind     0 105

TOTAL EXPENDITURE     0 306

PROFIT = Income - Expenditure 328

Note:  The total estimated value of donations in kind
under income must equal that under expenditure.
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 9.4 Treasurer Job Description

The duties of a Liberal Democrat Local Party treasurer vary according to
local circumstance.  The essence is to have an overview of the party’s
financial affairs, to ensure its long-term viability and to maintain proper
financial records and procedures.

� The treasurer needs to predict the future (with a budget), control
the present (by monitoring the current out-turn) and allow the past
to be checked (via an audit).

� The treasurer needs to ensure that probity applies to financial
matters, so that our members’ money is looked after and put to
proper uses.

� The treasurer needs to involve the rest of the executive in financial
decisions; political priorities should be decided first, and then the
budget (both income and expenditure) should be worked out
based on these priorities.

The object of the exercise is not to produce a financial out-turn that is as
close as possible to budget: it is to achieve our political aims — preferably
without going broke.

The treasurer’s responsibilities include:
� presenting regular budgets, accounts and financial statements to

the Executive.
� being aware of the timing and nature of fund-raising activities

carried out by others.
� ensuring all monies received are promptly paid into the bank and

all bills are promptly paid.
� ensuring appropriate accounting procedures and cash controls

are in place.
� meeting the relevant requirements of the PPERA compliance

legislation.
� ensuring that the LP’s accounts are independently examined.
� ensuring HQ has up-to-date bank account information to pay

service fees direct.

{where applicable the following responsibilities should be added}
� monitoring the accounts of branches and any other subsidiary

groups to ensure that basic standards of probity are being
followed.

� making a formal presentation of the accounts to the AGM and
drawing attention to important points in a coherent way.

� contributing to all decisions of major expenditure (e.g. for a
printing machine).
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� advising on the financial implications of all campaign plans.
� liaising with agents and others regarding expenditure plans and

outcomes.
� being aware of and, if necessary, rationalising the LP’s banking

arrangements.
� being responsible for the financial control of special events and

appeals.

{in a few cases one or more of the following may need to be added}
� liaising with other party treasurers as and when appropriate (e.g.

European Parliamentary campaigns).
� ensuring that investments are consistent with the aims of the party.
� being involved with decisions affecting property owned by the

party directly or held in trust for the party.
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Comments Please

We need your constructive comments for input to the next edition of this
guide.  Please only comment in the light of your practical experience in
using the guide.

Please send in writing to: David Allworthy,
Liberal Democrats,
4 Cowley Street,
London, SW1P 3NB

or email: david.allworthy@libdems.org.uk

Please clearly indicate the Section Number, Paragraph and Line referred to

Factual and Typographical Corrections

Difficulty in Understanding

Additional Points to Include

Other Constructive Suggestions

— please use additional sheets if needed
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